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Product Name Wishbone Bike Original 

Tagline Learn to walk, ride & balance 

Product Category 2in1  Balance Bike                | 3in1  Convertible  trike to balance 
bike 

Recommended Age 2in1 18 months to 5 years    | 3in1    12 months to 5 years 

Supports Child Development Learning to walk, steer, balance, stop, motor skills, coordination 

MSRP / RRP  

2in1 NZ$245.00 AU$239.00 US$199.00 CA$199.00 GBP129.99 159,00Euros 

 

3in1 NZ$275.00 AU$289.00 US$229.00 CA$239.00 GBP159.98 199,00Euros 

 

Safety Standards EN71, REACH, CE, ASTM F963, ISO 8124, CPSIA. 

Materials Made from kiln-dried, preservative-free plantation birch, organic cotton, non-
toxic glues and finishes, and recycled packaging.  

Air-filled rubber tyres, aluminium, steel & stainless-steel fixings. 

Wheels 12" wheels. GF polypropylene rims, R8 steel bearings, rubber air-filled white 

tyres. 

Assembly 

 

 

Wishbone frame can be flipped, and with an adjustable seat height of 28-
46cm/11-18 inches, Wishbone Bike is one of the smallest and the tallest balance 
bikes on the market - all in one!  

 

Wishbone Bike 2in1 converts to 3in1 with the addition of a Wishbone Trike Kit 
(sold separately). 

 

Packaging Min 70% recycled cardboard. 
Organic cotton tool bag - 3in1 only. 

Warranty & Maintenance 1 year warranty (or longer by local laws).  

Always store indoors overnight.  

100% repairable = all components available for purchase. 

Seat Height Range 28 to 46 cm/11 to 18 inches 

Unboxed Weight 2in 1  3.8kg/8.4lb            | 3in1     5.4kg/12lb 

Boxed Weight 2in1  4.5kg /10lb             | 3in1     7kg/15.4lb 

Boxed Dimensions  

2in1  65.3 x 32.3 x 15.5cm / 2  5.7 x 12.7 x 6.1 inches 

 

3in1   73.7 x 35 x 14.5cm / 29 x 13.7 x 5.7 inches 

 

Manufacturer SKU Code 2in1     1110                     | 3in1      1010 
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EAN Barcode 2in1    9421901544089     | 3in1      9421901544003 

Product Description  Wishbone Bike Original is a balance bike, designed for preschoolers who are ready 

to ride. 

 Starts at 12 months with three wheels, helping babies to walk and then ride. 
Lightweight and super stable. 

 Later Wishbone Bike converts to two-wheels for a pedal-less bike – learning to 
balance is easy. One skill at a time.  

 Clean lines, sustainable design. 
 Sturdy construction, great for skate park adventures or off-trail cruising. 
 Easy and lightweight to carry. 

 Comes with black grips and air filled tyres. 

 Store indoors overnight. 

 1-year limited warranty. 

 Customise with stickers, seatcovers, coloured grips, bells and nameplates – 
sold separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sales Tips  Wishbone Bike starts at 12 months with three wheels, helping rider to walk and then ride.  
Lightweight and super-stable. 

 Later Wishbone Bike converts to two-wheels for a pedal-less bike – learning to balance is easy. One 
skill at a time. 

 Raise the seat and flip the frame to transform Wishbone Bike into one of the largest balance bikes 
on the market. Suits kids from 12 months up to 5 years. 

 Wishbone Bike 3in1 comes with everything you need from baby walker, to toddler trike to balance 

bike. Small or large. You choose. For a very small rider you can remove the seat completely at first 
as they will likely use it as a walker. 

 1 year limited warranty 
 Refurbishment and customizable is a great option for older or weathered bikes. 
 Simple assembly. Watch Richard, designer of Wishbone Original, assemble the bike by searching 

“Wishbone Bike – Complete Assembly” on Youtube.com 

 These valves are designed to keep a tyre inflated without caps. This is a safety requirement to meet 
European toy safety standards.  
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